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Glossary

1

The Act

Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth)

ASK

Available Seat Kilometres

BITRE

Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Economics.

DANS

Domestic Aviation Network Support. An Australian Government program introduced in response
to the COVID crisis in order to fund a minimum number of flights on key domestic routes.

Full service carrier

An airline that typically offers passengers in-flight entertainment, checked baggage, meals,
beverages and comforts such as blankets and pillows in the ticket price.

Golden Triangle

Air routes connecting Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane.

Larger city

Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide, Perth, Canberra and the Gold Coast.

Load factor

The degree to which seats (i.e. capacity) are filled by passengers.

Qantas Group

Qantas, Jetstar and QantasLink airlines.

RANS

Regional Airline Network Support. An Australian Government program introduced in response to
the COVID crisis in order to fund a minimum number of flights on key regional routes.

RASK

Revenue by Available Seat-Kilometre, which measures operating revenue on a unit basis,
determined by dividing operating revenue by available seat kilometres (ASK). The airline
industry commonly uses this metric as a like-for-like unit revenue comparison between airlines.

Regional

Domestic locations other than Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide, Perth, Canberra and the
Gold Coast.

Slot

A permission which enables an airline to schedule a landing or departure at a particular airport
during a specific time period.

TANS

Tourism Aviation Network Support. An Australian Government program that subsidises half-price
tickets to key tourist destinations.

VARA

Virgin Australia Regional Airlines. Regional airline operated by Virgin Australia

Wet lease

An agreement whereby an airline leases an aircraft and crew.
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Overview
The domestic airline industry began to make notable steps in its recovery by the end of the December
2020 quarter as flight volumes increased in the lead-up to the holiday season. By December, passenger
numbers were at 41% of pre-COVID levels, up from 13% in September 2020. However, virus outbreaks in
NSW and Victoria and subsequent border closures stalled the recovery as airlines were forced to cancel
flights and revise their forecasts. Airlines cancelled almost one in 10 scheduled flights in December,
which is notably higher than both earlier in 2020 and pre-COVID.
Despite the setbacks, the ongoing recovery of the industry has resulted in a more familiar pattern of
flying. While only 26% of passengers flew on interstate routes in September 2020, this figure increased
to 69% in December 2020. The return of interstate flying appears to have assisted Virgin most notably,
with the airline increasing its share of total passenger numbers from 20% to 24% over the quarter. The
Qantas Group, comprising Qantas, Jetstar and QantasLink airlines, remains dominant with 74% of
the market.
The pandemic appears to have created an opportunity for Rex which began running services on
the Melbourne–Sydney route in March 2021. It also began selling tickets for flights in late March/
April between Melbourne and both Adelaide and the Gold Coast, as well as between Sydney and the
Gold Coast. With a depressed market, Rex has been able to secure the aircraft and pilots needed for
its expansion. While historically it has been difficult for a new entrant to compete long-term against
incumbents on the major city routes, Rex is building from a large and established regional network it
has been operating since 2002. A key issue in Rex’s expansion will be its ability to access future take-off
and landing slots at Sydney Airport.
Rex’s entry has created further competition on Australia’s busiest route, Melbourne–Sydney, and
consumers have already benefitted from lower airfares. In a broader market environment where
airlines are encouraging people to fly with reduced airfares, Rex’s promotional $49 fares on the
Melbourne–Sydney route prompted Virgin to price match, while Qantas-owned Jetstar introduced a
$29 discounted airfare.
Virgin is in the process of implementing a new business model of targeting ‘value-conscious’ leisure and
small to medium business travellers, while Rex’s expansion to the major city routes includes a business
product and plans to upgrade its existing lounges. Rex’s new domestic service offering appears to
most similar to the relaunched Virgin. In contrast, Qantas is continuing as a traditional full service
provider that includes the premium and corporate end of the market, while Jetstar aims for budget
leisure travellers.
In response to a dynamic and uncertain travel environment, all 3 airline groups continue to revise their
networks by entering and exiting routes. The evolving networks reflect uncertainty around the opening
and closing of state borders, new patterns of demand with little business travel and no foreign tourists,
new corporate strategies by airlines, and the search for domestic routes that can provide revenues while
international borders remain closed.
In addition to announcing a new stimulus package, the Tourism Aviation Network Support
(TANS)1 program, the government has recently announced an extension of the Regional Airline
Network Support (RANS)2 and the Domestic Aviation Network Support (DANS)3 programs, until
30 September 2021. We understand that routes have become increasingly ineligible for funding under
these programs as the industry slowly recovers, routes become more profitable and as airlines increase
frequency beyond the scope of the programs. However, we understand that a number of routes
remain unprofitable and the extension of these programs is likely ensure their retention, at least in the
short term.
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1

The Hon. Michael McCormack MP (Deputy Prime Minister), Tourism and aviation’s flight path to recovery [media release],
11 March 2021, accessed 11 March 2021.

2

The RANS program provides support to airlines servicing select routes to connect regional Australia to freight, medical
testing, supplies and essential personnel.

3

The DANS program supports airlines to provide services on the 50 domestic routes with the most traffic.
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Key industry insights over the past quarter
The ACCC continues to monitor the state of the industry and engage with major Australian airlines on
their recovery plans. Some key observations are set out below.

Rex’s entry into major domestic routes sparks
discounted airfares
Rex’s entry into its first major domestic route – that between Sydney and
Melbourne – has created new competition and has sparked discounted airfares
for consumers from all airlines on the route. Rex’s $49 economy fares for March
were matched by Virgin, with Jetstar responding with a short-term sale of $29.
Rex began selling tickets from Melbourne to Adelaide and the Gold Coast, and
Sydney–Gold Coast from late March/April.
A key consideration for Rex to compete on these routes is access to take-off
and landing slots at Sydney Airport. Rex has secured slots to October 2021
and is working on obtaining slots beyond that period.

Airlines actively reviewing their domestic networks
The airlines are launching new services as each tries to identify an optimised
network in a very dynamic environment. Factors driving these changes include
new corporate strategies, the opening and closing of state borders, new
patterns of demand without business and foreign travellers, and the need to
find routes that can supply much needed cash flow.

Industry remains susceptible to snap border closures
The industry’s recovery from the COVID downturn has been slowed due to
snap state border closures, most notably over the normal peak December
holiday period. The ongoing possibility of future border restrictions has also
dampened consumer enthusiasm to book flights.

Virgin is re-positioning itself as mid-market competitor

$

Emerging from last year’s voluntary administration, the relaunched Virgin has
made a number of changes to align with its new business model to target
more ‘value-conscious’ travellers rather than premium customers. Virgin has
permanently closed a number of its lounges at smaller airports and replaced
its complimentary snacks with a ‘buy on board’ menu for economy class
from March.

Loyalty schemes have the potential to reduce
competition
Customer loyalty schemes have become a key feature of the airline industry
and generate a lot of revenue. While they have the potential to reduce
competition by ‘locking up’ customers, they do not appear to have created a
significant barrier to entry in recent years.

3
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1.

Introduction

This is the ACCC’s third report on its findings from monitoring domestic air passenger
transport services.
On 19 June 2020, the Treasurer issued a direction to the ACCC under subsection 95ZE(1) of the
Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth) (the Act) to monitor prices, costs and profits relating to the
supply of domestic air passenger transport services.
The direction includes a requirement for the ACCC to report on its monitoring at least once every
quarter. The direction is for a period of 3 years. In announcing the direction, the Treasurer stated that
the ACCC’s monitoring will assist in protecting competition in the sector for the benefit of all Australian
airline travellers.4 The Treasurer also said that the reporting role and focus by the ACCC would provide
another avenue for those wishing to raise concerns about anti-competitive conduct in the sector.
The ACCC’s monitoring and reporting on the domestic airline industry is separate, but related, to its
enforcement of competition law under Part IV of the Act. We will investigate and prioritise enforcement
action where we form the view that conduct is likely to breach the Act.
In carrying out its functions, it may be that the ACCC finds that the level of competition within the
industry is diminishing and/or identifies anti-competitive conduct which falls short of thresholds for
enforcement action. We will consider options for recommendations to government should there be
signs that competition is not effective.
The monitoring direction provides the ACCC with the ability to compel information from relevant
companies within the industry. We have established arrangements for collecting monthly and quarterly
data from the Qantas Group (Qantas, Jetstar and QantasLink), Virgin (Virgin and Virgin Australia
Regional Airlines (VARA)) and Rex. These 3 airline groups supply the vast majority of regular domestic
air passenger services in Australia. We will also seek qualitative information from airlines from time to
time, such as Board papers relating to company strategy.
Further information about our approach to fulfilling our obligations under the monitoring direction and
potential investigations can be found in the first public report published in September 2020.5

4

4

The Hon. Josh Frydenberg MP (the Treasurer), ACCC directed to monitor domestic air passenger services [media release],
19 June 2020.

5

ACCC, Airline competition in Australia – September 2020 report, 17 September 2020.
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2.

Industry developments

2.1

Rex enters Sydney–Melbourne route, sparking
price competition

Traditional regional operator Rex has continued to progress its expansion into the major domestic
routes. Rex commenced flying the Sydney–Melbourne route on 1 March 2021, initially offering 3 return
services a day, with the reported intention to increase this frequency to 9 daily return services by the
end of March.6 Rex’s entry will increase the number of overall scheduled return services on the route by
16% by the end of March. Qantas currently provides 25 of the other on average 55 scheduled weekday
return services on this route, followed by its low-cost airline Jetstar (15), and Virgin (15).7
Rex’s entry means Australia now has 3 airlines competing on Melbourne–Sydney, which carried over
8.6 million passengers in 2019. This has resulted in vigorous competition and benefits for consumers
on this route. In February, when Rex announced promotional economy fares for $49 between Sydney–
Melbourne, Virgin matched Rex’s offer for March flights and Jetstar responded with a short-term sale of
$29 fares. Rex also offered promotional business class fares at $199 which include access to lounges.
While discounted airfares are beneficial to consumers in the short-term, the ACCC will continue to
monitor pricing, including the extent and duration of price discounting, for any potential impact
on competition.
Rex has leased 6 Boeing 737s fitted with both economy and business class seats. Rex began selling
tickets on Melbourne–Adelaide, Melbourne–Gold Coast and Sydney–Gold Coast by late March/
April, and plans to expand into Melbourne–Brisbane and Sydney–Canberra thereafter. Rex intends to
eventually service all of Australia’s state capitals and major cities.8
Figure 1:

A Boeing 737 in Rex livery

Source: Rex

5

6

Rex intended to run 9 return services from the beginning of March however announced in February that it would delay this
due to its crew being affected by Melbourne Airport quarantine.

7

Based on scheduled flights for late March 2021 viewed 4 March 2021; excluding flights from Avalon Airport.

8

A Schofield, ‘Australian regional Rex plans big growth on domestic routes’, Routes online, 13 November 2020, accessed
23 February 2021.
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Rex also plans to upgrade its business lounges in Adelaide, Melbourne and Sydney, and is in discussions
with Brisbane Airport to open a new lounge ahead of running services in and out of Brisbane. Rex’s
domestic service offering appears to be most similar to the relaunched Virgin, rather than Qantas as a
traditional full service carrier targeting premium customers and Jetstar in the budget leisure segment.
Historically it has been difficult for new entrants to compete in the long-term against incumbent airlines
on major city routes. Additionally, Rex’s entry onto the major city routes comes at a time when there is
depressed demand, little business travel and ongoing operational challenges caused by the pandemic
and uncertainty about border closures.
However, the impact of COVID on the aviation industry has also created opportunities for Rex, such
as increased availability of aircraft and pilots, to expand into the domestic network. Rex has secured
funding of up to $150 million from Asia-based PAG investment group for its expansion.9 Further, Rex
has the advantage of being an established player, already operating flights to around 60 regional
destinations, including direct services to regional destinations out of Melbourne and Sydney using its
smaller Saab 340 turboprops. Rex intends to add new routes and increase existing services to better
connect passengers to its new intercity services.
In competing on the major city routes, a key consideration for Rex will be access to take-off and landing
slots at Sydney Airport. Rex has currently secured slots until October 2021 and is seeking to retain slots
beyond that time.
It remains to be seen how Rex’s entry into the major city route network will affect the dynamics of the
market. The ACCC will be closely observing how the market responds, and will be closely monitoring
for any signs that competition is not effective or is diminishing, and for conduct that could adversely
impact the competitive process.

2.2

The review of demand management at Sydney
Airport is continuing

As outlined in the ACCC’s December 2020 Airline Competition in Australia report, the government
is conducting a comprehensive review of demand management at Sydney Airport, including
consideration of the effectiveness of the slot management scheme.10 The ACCC has made a submission
to the review advocating for changes to the slot management scheme that will support and enhance
competition between airlines.
In February 2021, as a temporary measure, the Minister issued a Direction to the Sydney Airport Slot
Manager providing for a conditional waiver of the usual tests applied when allocating slots to airlines.
The effect of the Direction is that airlines can retain precedence to domestic slots that they are unable
to use this season and returned to the Slot Manager for temporary use by other airlines. The Direction
follows similar Directions issued in 2020 to assist in mitigating the effects of COVID on the aviation
industry and to provide airlines with certainty around slots as the industry recovers.
Prior to the Direction, some airlines applied for more slots than they had pre-COVID. A consequence of
the Direction, combined with the rules of the existing slot scheme, is that in future seasons some airlines
will have precedence to more slots than they had pre-COVID, where they have returned them pursuant
to the Direction. This may create opportunities for airlines to efficiently restructure their slot allocations
and provide for more consistent or better integrated flight schedules as flying returns. However, where
airlines do not return excess slots or where this behaviour is opportunistic and limits access to slots for
new and expanding airlines, the ACCC will have concerns.
We continue to monitor the situation relating to Sydney Airport slots closely, including in relation
to the potential for access to slots creating barriers to entry for new and expanding airlines as the
industry stabilises.

6
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Rex, Rex shareholders endorsed PAG investment deal [media release], 29 January 2021, accessed 23 February 2021.
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ACCC, Airline competition in Australia – December 2020 report, 17 December 2020.
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2.3

Airlines are actively reviewing domestic networks in
a dynamic environment

The 3 airline groups continue to review their domestic networks by entering or closing down routes, as
each tries to identify a workable and optimised network in response to a very dynamic environment.
There are many factors behind these developments. On the demand side, the pattern of demand for air
travel has changed since the pandemic and continues to rapidly evolve.
For much of 2020, closed state borders and the relative lack of business travel resulted in aviation
activity moving away from the major capital city routes towards intrastate leisure routes. However, the
opening of state borders towards the end of year has seen a re‑emergence of the traditional popular
routes such as that between Sydney and Melbourne (see section 3.2). The closure of international
borders has also impacted where people are flying. Foreign travellers have been replaced to some
degree by Australian holiday-makers, but local travellers typically prefer different destinations to
international tourists.11
Supply-side factors are also influencing network decisions. With long haul aircraft grounded and airlines
not earning revenue from international flying, the airlines appear to be looking for new domestic routes
to generate additional revenue in the short-term. For example, Qantas recently commenced a number
of services from Canberra to holiday destinations in the Sunshine Coast, Cairns and Hobart, while also
announcing that it will add routes from Canberra to Byron Bay, and Melbourne and Brisbane to Coffs
Harbour from April. Its regional arm QantasLink also began running 7 new regional services from
February–March 2021.
Other supply-side considerations are being driven by the implementation of new strategies by specific
airlines. Virgin has redesigned its network under the direction of new owner Bain Capital and reduced
its fleet from 85 to 57 Boeing 737s. It has also removed all of its smaller aircraft typically used for
regional routes. Having simplified its fleet, Virgin withdrew services from 7 regional destinations
including Uluru, Albury, Tamworth and Harvey Bay.12 However in February 2021, Virgin announced
it would be adding 2 new regional routes serviced by a Boeing 737, Adelaide–Sunshine Coast and
Melbourne–Byron Bay. Virgin said that it will review these services following the Easter holiday period.
Virgin’s operations in regional Australia are now supported by the coordination of services with Alliance
Airlines. On 23 October 2020, Virgin and Alliance Airlines applied to the ACCC for authorisation to
cooperate on 41 regional routes and 2 short-haul international routes. The ACCC granted interim
authorisation on 19 November 2020 and on 5 March 2021, published a draft determination proposing
to authorise the arrangements until 31 March 2023. These arrangements allow the airlines to share
information, agree on service capacity and schedules, and potentially share revenues on the routes
on which they operate, including for new routes not currently serviced by either airline. This will assist
the airlines to maximise aircraft utilisation, access a broader range of aircraft and fleet types, and
appropriately manage capacity on regional routes to meet the nature and volume of demand.
Alliance Airlines has also entered into a wet lease agreement to provide Qantas services between
Adelaide, Alice Springs and Darwin from mid–2021.13 The service will be provided by Alliance Airlines’
newly acquired Embraer E190 aircraft.
Rex announced a new regional network strategy in February 2021.14 The new approach would see Rex
commence services on 2 routes vacated by Virgin (Sydney–Coffs Harbour and Sydney–Port Macquarie)
and actively consider a number of routes where the Qantas Group is the sole or dominant carrier.
However, Rex also announced that it would exit 5 regional routes, including 4 out of Sydney,15 stating
it could not financially sustain these routes once the government stopped providing financial support
through the RANS program. Since Rex’s announcement the government extended the RANS and
11

7

Ibid.

12

Virgin Australia, Media Release, 9 September 2020, sourced from CAPA.

13

Alliance Airlines, ‘Wet lease agreement for up to 14 x E190 aircraft with Qantas Airways Limited’, ASX release,
4 February 2021, accessed 23 February 2021.

14

Rex, Rex reveals new regional network strategy [media release], 22 February 2021, accessed 25 February 2021.

15

Rex is discontinuing Sydney to Bathurst, Cooma, Lismore and Grafton, and Adelaide–Kangaroo Island.
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DANS programs until 30 September 2021.16 It is unclear whether this announcement will impact Rex’s
approach on these regional routes.
The RANS and DANS programs cover operating cost shortfalls on particular routes. We understand
that routes have become increasingly ineligible for funding under these programs as the industry slowly
recovers and routes become profitable again and/or airlines increase flight frequency beyond the scope
of the programs. However, with the extension of these programs, we are likely to see the retention of
some unprofitable routes that may have otherwise disappeared.
The government has additionally announced the TANS program, which will subsidise 800,000 half-price
tickets to key tourist destinations sold between April–July 2021.17 This program may prompt airlines to
make further changes to their networks, by entering routes and/or increasing the frequency of flights
on routes eligible for the TANS program. However only airlines that have flown these routes over the last
two years are eligible.

2.4

Rex alleges ‘predatory behaviour’ by Qantas

Rex has made public allegations that Qantas is engaging in predatory behaviour by entering routes that
have historically been operated by Rex. Rex is concerned that Qantas is entering regional routes with
low passenger numbers that can only support one airline, and that this may create a situation where
Rex will be unable to sustain its broader network operations.
The ACCC has carefully considered these issues. When assessing allegations of anti‑competitive
conduct the ACCC must consider whether the entry of Qantas would be likely to breach the Act by
having the purpose, effect, or likely effect of substantially lessening competition. It is important to note
that the Act’s focus is on protecting the process of competition, not individual competitors.
In this context we note that, since the start of the pandemic, Qantas has announced 26 new routes
to reflect new travel demand patterns. Rex is the sole operator on only 8 of those routes. It remains
the largest carrier on all 8 routes and has publicly stated that it intends to stay on these routes. On
22 February 2021, Rex announced that it will exit 5 other routes when RANS funding ceases. Of
these 5 routes, Qantas operates on only one (Adelaide-Kangaroo Island), which it has serviced since
December 2017. As noted above, at the time of Rex’s announcement, RANS funding was due to cease
at the end of March, however, it has since been extended to 30 September 2021; it is not yet known
whether Rex will continue on those routes through to the end of September.
Rex’s recent expansion into the domestic network, and its announced plans to enter additional routes
in competition with Qantas, does not suggest that the entry of Qantas on particular routes is impeding
Rex from competing across the broader network. To the contrary, competition appears to be increasing
not decreasing.
While there have been positive signs that the industry is recovering, the ACCC recognises it remains
in a state of flux as airlines continue to react to the changing environment. As the industry stabilises,
changing circumstances may result in a different assessment of whether such conduct is interfering
with the ability of airlines to compete across the broader network. The ACCC will continue to monitor
the market and, in particular, as the industry stabilises, we will be alert to any conduct that may raise
competition concerns.
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The Hon. Michael McCormack MP (Deputy Prime Minister), Tourism and aviation’s flight path to recovery [media release],
11 March 2021, accessed 11 March 2021.

17

Ibid.
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2.5

Snap domestic border closures and lack of
international travel present ongoing challenges for
airlines

Breakouts in the number of positive COVID cases have continued to occur across the country, leading
to snap border closures forcing airlines to cancel flights and some reluctance from consumers to fly.
The most notable outbreak occurred on Sydney’s northern beaches in late December, leading to
cases in greater NSW and Melbourne and border closures lasting a number of weeks. This outbreak
undermined much of the confidence within the industry for a strong recovery in early 2021, with airlines
revising down their forecasts. Qantas had expected to reach 80% of pre-COVID activity by March 2021,
but revised this down to 60%, stating the December outbreaks set its recovery back 3 months.18 Virgin
also fell short of its January forecast of 60%, operating at 40% of its pre-COVID activity.19
Figure 2 shows the impact of COVID disruptions as airlines cancelled 9% of scheduled flights
in December 2020, higher than prior months and higher than pre-COVID December 2019
cancellation rates.
Figure 2:

Monthly domestic airline flight cancellation rates, December 2019, October–December 2020

10%

Scheduled flights cancelled
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Source:

Oct–20

Nov–20

Dec–20

Data collected by ACCC from the Qantas Group, Virgin Australia and Rex.

While demand was affected, passenger volumes at the end of December did not drop to previous 2020
lows. Growth in daily passenger numbers slowed from its peak in mid-December of approximately
75,000 per day, but daily passenger numbers at the end of the month (approximately 65,000) were
higher compared with early December (approximately 57,000). While the market was disrupted, this
was not as significant as the impacts of Victoria’s peak case numbers and subsequent border closures
between July–October 2020.
With ongoing uncertainty caused by border closures, the airlines have responded by improving their
refund and flexible booking policies. In December 2020, Rex announced it was committed to providing
full refunds on all tickets for future flights affected by COVID, including flights affected by any future
disruptions.20 Virgin announced changes to its customer policy providing for fee-free bookings on travel

9
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Qantas Group, ‘Qantas Group HY21 investor presentation’, ASX release, 25 February 2021, accessed 25 February 2021.

19

Reuters, ‘Update 1-Virgin Australia’s January domestic capacity missed forecast due to state travel curbs’, 27 January 2021,
accessed 1 March 2021.

20

Rex, Rex’s commitment on COVID refunds [media release], 12 January 2021, accessed 23 February 2021.
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until January 2022.21 Qantas announced unlimited flight date changes on all domestic and Trans-Tasman
services until at least January 2022.22
In addition to the uncertainty caused by snap domestic border closures, international travel bans
continue to impact airlines’ recovery from the pandemic. Airlines are unable to earn revenue on
international services and the majority of aircraft used to service international routes remain grounded.
Additionally, the demand for domestic services has reduced due to a lack of international visitors – in
2019, 8% of demand for domestic services was driven by international visitors.23
However, while we understand that Qantas has sent many of its international aircraft into storage,
Jetstar has recently said that it would consider bringing back six of Jetstar Japan’s 25 older Airbus
A320s to Australia to run domestic services for the next two to three years.24 Jetstar is also considering
bringing in its long-haul Boeing 787 Dreamliners out of storage later this year to run on domestic routes.

2.6

Virgin re-positions itself as a mid-market ‘value’
competitor, differentiating itself from Qantas’ full
service offering

Having emerged from administration last year, Virgin has relaunched the airline as a ‘mid-market’
competitor, with new CEO Jayne Hrdlicka stating that ‘Australia already has a low-cost carrier and a
traditional full-service airline, [Virgin] won’t be either’.25 Virgin commenced making changes to align with
this new business model, resulting in increasing differentiation with the full service offering of Qantas.
Reviewing its business class operations, Virgin determined its previously premium cabin would be
realigned to target what Ms Hrdlicka has described as ‘value-conscious’ business and leisure travellers.
The transition away from a full service carrier has been evident in Virgin’s decision to narrow its network
of lounges by permanently closing lounges at smaller airports and prioritising lounges at larger city
airports. 26 Virgin has recently opened a newly designed lounge in Adelaide, and has said that it intends
to apply the same design in its other lounges. Virgin’s invitation-only ‘The Club’ lounges remain closed,
with Virgin stating it will not make any decisions until the corporate travel market recovers from the
pandemic. In contrast, Qantas has reopened the majority of its 35 Qantas Club, Business and invitationonly ‘Chairman’s’ lounges, anchoring its position as a full service carrier. Figure 3 shows the growing
disparity in the airlines’ service offerings, with the number and location of Qantas Club and Business
lounges, Virgin’s Domestic lounges and Rex’s Business lounges.
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21

Virgin Australia, Virgin Australia drops $49 fares and extends booking flexibility until 2022 [media release],
10 February 2022, accessed 23 February 2021.

22

Qantas Group, Qantas making it easier to holiday at home in 2021 [media release], 8 February 2021, accessed
23 February 2021.

23

Tourism Research Australia, Moving forward: The role of domestic travel in Australia’s tourism recovery, Australian
Government, August 2020, pp. 7–8.

24

P Hatch, ‘Jetstar to bring Japan jets home to feast on Tigerair demise’, The Age, 10 March 2021, accessed 10 March 2021.

25

A Chua, ‘Stage set for battle royale among Australia’s domestic carriers’, Flight Global, 25 January 2021, accessed
23 February 2021

26

Virgin reopened Brisbane, Gold Coast, Melbourne, Perth (T2) and Sydney. Virgin permanently closed Alice Springs, Cairns,
Darwin, Mackay, Perth (T4). Canberra is currently closed but Virgin states it intends to reopen Canberra in March 2021.
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Figure 3:

Airline lounges across Australia
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Source:

Data collected from Qantas Group, Virgin Australia and Rex websites.

Note:

Figure includes Qantas Club and Business lounges, Virgin’s Domestic lounges and Rex’s Business lounges. Qantas
Club lounges in Canberra, Darwin, Melbourne, Perth, Port Hedland, Rockhampton and Sydney lounges are
temporarily closed. Virgin’s Canberra Domestic lounge is temporarily closed. Rex’s Business lounge in Adelaide is
temporarily closed.

Further shifting away from the premium end of the market, Virgin replaced its offering of
complimentary snacks with a ‘buy on board’ menu for economy class from March 2021. In contrast, Rex
is offering a complimentary snack/meal for economy class and Qantas has enhanced its full service
offering with complimentary hot meals and drinks for all passengers on all domestic and regional
flights, including on shorter flights.27
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Qantas, Qantas making it easier to holiday at home in 2021 [media release], 8 February 2021, accessed 1 March 2021.
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3.

Key industry metrics and analysis

This section of the report presents analysis of key industry metrics. Unless specified otherwise, the
metrics are calculated using information collected from the Qantas Group (Qantas, Jetstar and
QantasLink), Virgin (Virgin and VARA) and Rex on a monthly and quarterly basis. The data presented
here includes activity up to the end of December 2020. Most of the analysis is applied through a
comparison with the state of the industry at the end of the previous quarter (September 2020), or with
December 2019 in order to illustrate the changes in the industry from a pre-COVID state.

3.1

The recovery accelerated in December 2020, but was
still hampered by COVID outbreaks

Domestic aviation activity recovered at an accelerating rate through the December 2020 quarter,
aided by an easing of interstate travel restrictions and pent-up demand for travel during the summer
holiday season. Figure 4 shows that monthly passengers had reached 2.2 million by December 2020.
This represented 41% of pre-COVID (December 2019) levels, up from 13% in September 2020. Monthly
capacity increased to 3.4 million seats in December 2020.
Figure 4:

Australian domestic air services – December 2019 to December 2020
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Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Economics; Australian domestic airline activity.

Note:

Data is for regular public transport and does not include charter operations.

The Qantas Group and Virgin each approximately doubled capacity between November and
December 2020. Capacity was on track to be higher still in December 2020, but as discussed in
section 2.5, state border closures led to flight cancellations toward the very end of the year.
The load factor was 64% on average in December 2020, up from a 28% low in April 2020. However, it
remains below the 2019 average of 79% across each airline.

3.2

The major interstate routes are once again the
busiest

The general opening up of state borders during the December 2020 quarter not only resulted in
a significant return of domestic air activity, but also changed the pattern of flying. The Australian
domestic aviation sector is typically heavily dominated by interstate routes between the larger capital
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cities. However, more people were travelling intrastate than interstate for much of 2020 until interstate
travel restrictions were eased in December 2020.
Figure 5 shows that at the end of the previous quarter in September 2020, 74% of passengers flew on
intrastate routes, usually between the state’s major city and a regional destination. By contrast, 69%
of passengers flew interstate in December 2020, either between the major cities, or from interstate to
popular regional destinations such as Cairns.
Figure 5:

Monthly passenger numbers by route category – September 2020 and December 2020
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Data collected by ACCC from the Qantas Group, Virgin Australia and Rex.

Note:

Larger cities are Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide, Perth, Canberra and the Gold Coast. Remaining locations
are considered to be ‘regional’. Figure shows passenger numbers on routes between a larger city to another larger
city, from a larger city to a regional location, and from a regional location to another regional location.

Figure 6 shows the busiest routes (by capacity) in September 2020 and December 2020. It depicts the
transition in demand for leisure travel within Queensland and Western Australia, back to the ‘Golden
Triangle’ between Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane. Eight of the top 10 routes in December 2020
were interstate.
Figure 6:

Busiest routes by monthly capacity – September 2020 and December 2020
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Melbourne

Intrastate routes within Queensland including Brisbane–Cairns and Brisbane–Townsville were still among
the busiest routes in December 2020, with Brisbane–Cairns the busiest outside the ‘Golden Triangle’.
Pre-COVID, the top-10 busiest routes were all interstate, suggesting that people have increasingly
chosen to holiday within their state during the summer period, potentially in part due to concerns of
further COVID-related interruptions.

3.3

The Qantas Group’s domestic network reach has
recovered to pre-COVID levels, while Virgin’s market
share is recovering

The reach of the Australian domestic airline networks has continued to recover. The airlines combined
to service 142 domestic routes in December 2020, up from 113 routes in September 2020. This remains
below the 156 routes in operation in December 2019.
The Qantas Group and Virgin resumed services on some interstate routes, notably between Melbourne
and various Queensland destinations, following the reopening of state borders.28 Figure 7 shows that
the Qantas Group was servicing 114 routes in December 2020, slightly more than they were servicing
pre-COVID in December 2019. This increase was due to both the reopening of state borders and from
entry into new routes.
Figure 7:

Number of routes operated by airline group, December 2019, September and December 2020
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Data collected by ACCC from the Qantas Group, Virgin Australia and Rex.

Note:

Multi-hop routes are treated as a single route.

Virgin (53 routes in December 2020) and Rex (36 routes) have not yet resumed services on as many
routes as they flew pre-COVID. It is unclear how many more routes Virgin will offer in the medium-term
given it has consolidated its airline fleet to Boeing 737s and exited some smaller routes.29 However it
may be able to provide services to a wider network by coordinating services with Alliance Airlines.
Figure 8 shows the extent to which there are competing airline groups on routes across Australia.
It shows that only 60 of the 142 domestic routes were serviced by more than one airline group in
December 2020, which means a majority of routes do not benefit from direct competition. However,
these routes are typically the least used services of the Australian network. Some 84% of passengers
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Qantas Group, Qantas and Jetstar boost flights to Sunshine State in time for Christmas [media release], 24 November 2020,
accessed 23 February 2021; Virgin Australia, Virgin Australia flights to Queensland take-off as travel opens to Victorians
[media release], 25 November 2020, accessed 23 February 2021.
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Virgin Australia, Virgin Australia Group announces plan to focus on core strengths, re-establishing itself as an iconic
Australian airline [media release], 5 August 2020, accessed 23 February 2021; Virgin Australia, Media Release,
9 September 2020, sourced from CAPA.
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flew on routes with a choice of airline group in December 2020, up from 71% of passengers in
September 2020.
Figure 8:

Number of airline groups by route – December 2019, September 2020 and December 2020
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Data collected by ACCC from the Qantas Group, Virgin Australia and Rex.

Note:

Multi-hop routes are treated as a single route. Qantas/QantasLink/Jetstar and Virgin/VARA are each treated as
individual airline groups.

While the airlines’ market shares continue to evolve as the industry returns from COVID, Figure 9 shows
that the Qantas Group continues to account for the majority of passengers flown. The Qantas Group
flew 74% of all passengers in December 2020, and its market share was highest on routes between
regional destinations (90%).
Figure 9:

Airline group market share by passengers flown – September 2020 and December 2020
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Note:

Larger cities are Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide, Perth, Canberra and the Gold Coast. Remaining locations
are considered to be ‘regional’.

Virgin’s share of the total market has begun to recover with the return of interstate flying, even despite
Virgin’s consolidation of its network reach under new owner Bain Capital. Figure 9 shows that Virgin’s
share of all domestic passengers increased from 20% in September 2020 to 24% in December 2020.
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However, Virgin’s share of the total market remains below the 38% it had in December 2019.30 Virgin
has publicly stated that it intends to ‘retain a domestic market share of roughly one third (as it was
pre‑COVID)’.31
Rex’s market share across all routes combined fell from 4% in September 2020 to below 2% in
December 2020. The fall was primarily due to increased interstate flying by the Qantas Group and
Virgin, with Rex’s operations focused on regional intrastate routes. Rex’s market share on regional
routes also fell as QantasLink increased flights as the sole operator on some existing routes, primarily
routes within Queensland such as Mackay–Townsville and Mackay–Rockhampton. QantasLink has also
increased services on the Cairns–Townsville route where it competes directly with Rex, though services
on this route overall have not returned to pre-COVID levels.

3.4

Airfares have come down as airlines attempt to
entice people to fly

Competition in the airline industry benefits consumers through cheaper or better value airfares.
Investment company Evans & Partners concluded in a 2019 investor report that in the absence of
competition, airfares on Australian domestic routes are 70% higher on average per kilometre flown.32
More recently, as discussed in section 2.1, Virgin and Jetstar reduced airfares in response to Rex’s entry
into the Sydney–Melbourne route.
Figure 10 shows the change in the price index representing the cheapest discount airfares, weighted
across the 70 busiest domestic routes. The data shows that discounted airfares were generally high
throughout 2020. Airfares during this period will reflect to some extent the airlines’ response to
significant COVID-related disruptions, and therefore advertised airfares are not reflective of a normal
business environment.
Figure 10:

Price index of cheapest discount airfares averaged across 70 busiest domestic routes,
December 2016–February 2021
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Source:

ACCC analysis of BITRE data on domestic discount airfares (cheapest available fare), available at https://www.
bitre.gov.au/statistics/aviation/air_fares. Monthly airfares surveyed based on the nominated day–the last Thursday
of each month.

Note:

Grey bars indicate December and Easter holiday periods. The dotted line is the 13 month rolling average of discount
fares.
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Virgin’s 38% passenger market share in December 2019 includes Tigerair. Excluding Tigerair, Virgin’s December 2020
market share was approximately one-third.
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Virgin Australia, Ready for take-off: Virgin Australia Group soars out of administration, unveils future direction [media
release], 18 November 2020, accessed 23 February 2021.
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Evan & Partners, Stock Focus: Qantas Airways Ltd (QAN.ASX), 19 September 2019, pp. 2–3.
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However, Figure 10 also shows that discounted airfares reduced significantly towards the end of
2020 as the industry began its recovery. Most notably, there was only a minor spike in the index for
December 2020, when typically there are large increases during the peak school holiday travel periods
in December (Christmas) and March/April (Easter). Furthermore, other BITRE data indicates that
business fares were cheaper in December 2020 than it has observed since 2016.33
The lack of fare increases in December 2020 suggests the airlines are pricing their cheapest offers more
competitively in a bid to encourage people to fly again. This is consistent with the regular promotions
from all 3 airline groups since interstate travel restrictions first eased in December 2020.34

3.5

Airline revenues are recovering but remain well
below 2019 levels

The airlines experienced steep revenue decreases following the onset of COVID, though revenues
have been recovering over the August–December 2020 period commensurate with the recovery in
passenger numbers. Nevertheless, revenues remain well below 2019 levels and continue to be affected
by further state border closures due to COVID outbreaks. The Qantas Group recently reported $1 billion
in revenue from Qantas Domestic operations for the half-year to 31 December 2020, down 69% on
the $3.2 billion in revenue reported for the half-year to 31 December 2019.35 The relative decrease
in Rex’s revenue was not as significant. It reported $125 million in revenue over the half-year to
31 December 2020, down 25% on the $166 million reported for the half-year to 31 December 2019.36
Revenue per available seat kilometre (RASK) measures operating revenue on a unit basis, determined
by dividing operating revenue by available seat kilometres. The airline industry commonly uses this
metric as a like-for-like unit revenue comparison between airlines. Figure 11 shows that the industry
average RASK has been significantly impacted by COVID. The industry average had recovered to
approximately 70% (of September 2019 levels) in September 2020, but this had increased to 88% (of
September 2019 levels) by December 2020. The fall in industry average RASK is mostly due to airlines
operating flights with fewer passengers on board. The recovery in average RASK over the latter half
of 2020 reflects an improvement in load factors rather than any increase in airfares (as discussed in
section 3.4).
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BITRE, Domestic Air Fares, accessed 10 March 2021.
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For example: Virgin Australia, Fares from just $75: Virgin Australia ‘Happy Hour’ is back with extended 12-hour school
holiday sales blitz [media release], 3 December 2020, accessed 23 February 2021; Qantas Group, Qantas and Jetstar flock
to Queensland with border opening [media release], 1 December 2020, accessed 23 February 2021; Rex, Rex releases
amazing through-fares connecting regional Australia to Sydney and Melbourne, [media release], 8 December 2020,
accessed 25 February 2021.
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Includes government assistance. Qantas Group, HY21 Interim Financial Report, 25 February 2021, pp. 30, 42.
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Includes government assistance. Rex, 31 December 2020 half-year financial report, 26 February 2021, p. 11.
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Figure 11:

Weighted average Australian airline industry RASK, select months Sep 2019 to Dec 2020
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In some cases, flights were operated with the support of the RANS and DANS programs, as discussed
in section 2.3. Government reimbursement through these support schemes are not recognised in
Figure 11, with some flights operated with passenger revenue far below the expense incurred. The
airlines may have chosen not to operate some flights at all in the absence of those support schemes,
with passengers given fewer choices of times to fly or potentially no service at all on their desired route.
This means that 2020 RASK figures are lower than what would have otherwise been the case in the
absence of the RANS and DANS support schemes.
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4.

Loyalty schemes are not presently a
major barrier to airline competition

Qantas and Virgin operate 2 of the 3 largest customer loyalty schemes across any industry in Australia,
with 13.4 million and 10.3 million members respectively in 2020.37 While the schemes can potentially
subdue competition by encouraging consumers to purchase flights from just the one airline, they do not
appear to have been a major barrier to airline competition to-date.

4.1

Loyalty schemes are a key feature of the airline
industry

Fundamentally, loyalty schemes are a marketing device designed to encourage repeat customer
behaviour with a company by rewarding members. They can vary greatly in their level of complexity.
For example, Rex offers a basic loyalty scheme that gives business class flyers 2 reward flights for every
18 eligible flights flown.
Qantas and Virgin offer more sophisticated schemes that bring together a variety of partners, allowing
members to earn and spend points with a number of different merchants across the economy.
Members earn points through flights, spending with retail partners and using co-branded credit cards.
Members can also earn status credits, which are primarily earnt from flying, and determine a customer’s
status tier (for example, ‘silver’, ‘gold’, ‘platinum’). Higher status tiers have more benefits including
access to upgrades, lounges, and boosting the number of points a member can earn.
Globally, loyalty schemes have evolved to become an important source of income for airlines
beyond simply encouraging more air travel. A key driver of this revenue is through the airlines selling
points in bulk to affiliated partner companies, which can then be used for promotional purposes by
that company.
An ACCC report into customer loyalty schemes in 2019 found that loyalty schemes have become a
significant contributor to the overall financial performance of both Qantas and Virgin (see Table 1).38
Table 1:

EBIT for Qantas and Virgin’s loyalty and other main business units, 2018–19
Domestic

International

Low cost airline

Loyalty scheme

Qantas

+ $740 million

+ $285 million

+ $370 million

+ $374 million

Virgin

+ $133 million

– $75 million

– $45 million

+ $122 million

Source: Qantas Group, 2019 Annual report; Virgin 2019 Annual report.

4.2

Loyalty schemes have the potential to reduce
competition between airlines

Loyalty schemes have relevance for airline competition in a number of ways. For example, they
represent another element of an airline’s service offering over which it can compete to win and
retain customers. An airline can choose to make the benefits of membership more generous than its
competitor(s), such as through the level of spend/activity required to be able to obtain a free flight.
Loyalty schemes therefore not only provide an additional outlet for an airline to compete with its rivals,
but also the means by which consumers can receive the benefits of competition within an industry.
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Qantas Group, ‘Qantas Group FY20 Results Investor Presentation’, 20 Aug 2020, accessed 25 Feb 2021; Deloitte, ‘Virgin
Australia Holdings Explanatory Statement’, 21 October 2020, accessed 25 Feb 2021.
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ACCC, Customer loyalty schemes, Final report, December 2019, pp. 99–101.
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However, loyalty schemes also have the potential to raise competition concerns in an industry. In
particular, this harm can arise where schemes have the effect of ‘locking up’ customers and introduce
switching costs that increase barriers to entry and expansion for rival firms. In the airline industry,
this would relate to the degree to which consumers have the incentive to purchase all of their flights
with a single airline in order to reach or maintain a particular tier of membership status. Loyalty
schemes can also reduce price transparency and therefore result in consumers making less informed
purchasing decisions.
Some concerns about the ability for an airline to ‘lock up’ customers are mitigated by the fact that
consumers can be, and often are, members of multiple loyalty schemes. Market research has indicated
that Virgin’s Velocity program has increased its membership base as a result of Qantas Frequent Flyer
members signing up for Velocity as a second membership – it was estimated that in 2017, 34% of
members were part of both Qantas Frequent Flyer and Velocity.39 In late 2020, both Qantas and Virgin
had promotions in which top tier members of the rival scheme could fast track their status if they joined.
The potential for competitive harm from loyalty schemes can also depend on the state of competition
within the industry. The Swedish and Norwegian competition authorities have previously intervened
against the use of a loyalty scheme by a dominant airline because they believed that it constituted a
significant barrier to entry and therefore maintained the market structure.40
In its 2019 report, the ACCC found that the Qantas loyalty scheme had the potential to have a
significant impact on barriers to entry and expansion in the domestic airline industry, particularly for
the high-value business traveller segment.41 The report said that Qantas was the dominant provider
of domestic air services to the business traveller segment, noting its large-scale network and airport
lounge availability.
Despite this finding, the report also said that it was not clear whether any customer lock-in effects
associated with the Qantas loyalty scheme had resulted in a major barrier to entry.42 Over a number of
years, Virgin has been able to successfully grow a considerable loyalty membership base of its own. The
report also recognised that other significant barriers to entry already exist in domestic aviation.
The ACCC will be exploring whether the loyalty schemes of Qantas and Virgin will be a barrier to entry
as the industry recovers and Rex continues with its expansion plans. Rex has indicated that it plans to
develop a more sophisticated customer loyalty scheme in future. In the meantime, Rex intends to offer
competitive airfares in order to attract customers from rival airlines.43
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Rex, Rex launches into Sydney – Melbourne – 100,000 Tickets On Sale From $79 [media Release], 2 December 2020,
accessed 25 February 2021.
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